


A game based around comparing and solving practical problems 
for mass/weight and angle.

The magkins’ ship is under attack by a rival pirate ship and the 
pirates are panicking. Help them fire watermelons and destroy the 
rival ship. The watermelons have to be a certain weight and the 
cannon has to be a certain angle to reach their ship when fired. 

Change the weight of the watermelons and angle of the cannon 
using your voice. The watermelon gets smaller if lighter and 
bigger if heavier. Test it out by loading it into the cannon and 
firing it at the rival ship.

If the watermelon is too light and/or thrown at the wrong angle, it 
will fly over the rival ship. If it’s too heavy or too big, it will sink to 
the depths of the sea. 

If you fire the correct weight at the right angle, the watermelon 
will explode all over the evil magkins as the pirates celebrate.



The games starts with the monsters standing idle in their (good) ship. Panicked, Darpan starts pointing at something out of camera view. The other magikins look and start panicking too. 

The camera zooms out and a rival ship is seen sailing into screen view. The evil twin for each magikin is seen in the rival ship, laughing maniacally. The rival ship blasts a watermelon at the 
good ship but misses. 

The camera zooms back in on the good ship. 

Onkar asks you “We are under attack! Can you help us?” and you respond “Yes”.

Nihal bends out of view inside the ship and pops up, holding a watermelon in the air.

Nihal OnkarDarpan



The cannon and the watermelon are tappable, and visually stand 
out from the environment (slightly lighter/more 
contrast/etc).

When you tap the watermelon, two options (Lighter/Heavier) 
are seen. When you tap the cannon, three options 
(Fire/Higher/Lower) are seen. Tap them to hear the 
pronunciation for each one. The prompts would vary for each 
level. 

You can tap any of them at any time to remind you what to say.

Lower
Higher

Fire



If you say “Heavier” or “Lighter”, Nihal bends down again and 
pops up with a bigger or smaller watermelon up in the air.

If you say “Lower” or “Higher”, the cannon points lower or 
higher.

If you say “Fire”, 
- Nihal gives the watermelon to Onkar
- Onkar loads the cannon, and fires it at the rival ship.
- An blast is seen and the watermelon is seen hurled out 

of the cannon. The camera zooms out a bit and pans as 
it follows the watermelon till it ends its course. 



If the watermelon is too light, the watermelon flies over the 
rival ship.

If the watermelon is too light and/or the cannon is too 
high/low,

- The camera pans back on the good ship
- The good magikins look disappointed
- Onkar asks “The watermelon was too light (and the 

cannon was too high/low)! Can you try again?”
- Nihal bends down and pops up with another watermelon
- the loop restarts from “Outcome for each option” slide

If the watermelon is too heavy, the watermelon falls in the sea.

If the watermelon is too heavy and/or the cannon is too 
high/low,

- The camera pans back on the good ship
- The magikins look disappointed
- Onkar asks “The watermelon was too heavy (and the 

cannon was too high/low)! Can you try again?” 
- Nihal bends down and pops up with another watermelon
- the loop restarts from “Outcome for each option” slide

The watermelon was too light and the cannon was 
too high! Can you try again?



If the watermelon is thrown at the right weight and angle, 
- The camera focuses on the rival ship
- The evil magikins look panicked
- The huge explosion is seen and watermelon bits are 

seen flying off the screen(to really sell the explosion)
- As the explosion dissipates, the evil magkins are seen 

looking annoyed and covered in watermelon bits
- The camera pans and zooms on the good ship
- The good magikins celebrate as the screen fades.



If we want to up the difficulty, we can add a wind direction indicator, which you need to check 
prior to firing the watermelon.

The wind direction indicator could point 
- North
- South
- East
- West
- North-East
- North-West
- South-East
- South-West

The indicator direction stays the same throughout a level.

A gust of wind would be visible then fade away intermittently throughout the game to visually 
show that it’s windy.

If we add wind direction as a factor, 
- You respond “Yes” to helping the magkins
- The indicator appears
- Onkar will say “Oh, it’s windy! I bet the wind changes how the watermelon moves”
- The other magkins agree
- Onkar asks you “Do you know which direction the wind is moving?”
- 3 options would show up
- You say the wrong one and Onkar says “Hmm that doesn’t feel right” and shows you 

the options again, OR, you say the right one, and Nihal bends down out of view inside 
the ship and pops up, holding a watermelon in the air

- You select the weight based on the direction
- You say “Fire”
- The indicator disappears
- The game flow continues as per prev slides

If the watermelon doesn’t hit the target, the loop restarts from the second bullet point above 
(ie. excluding everything up to, and including, responding “Yes”).

North
South

South-East
Do you know which direction the wind is moving?

Wind



● comparing and solving practical problems for 
mass/weight

● comparing and solving practical problems for angle
● Learning about parabolic motion
● If we add wind direction as a factor: understanding how a 

directional force could affect a parabolic motion
● If we add wind direction as a factor: learning about 

directions



Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

BIGGER bigger HEAVIER DENSER HEFTIER

SMALLER smaller LIGHTER lighter lighter

FIRE BLAST blast LAUNCH HURL



Character 
Outfits

Particle effects & 
UI

SFX Animations Environment Objects

Pirate 3x Pirate 
Costumes

Hint bubble UI 
(from Hide and 
Speak) (to be used 
when the player 
taps an object)

Dialogue UI (from 
Chit Chat)

Asking a question openly 
(few variants)

Panicked

Idle

Disappointed

Cannon loading and firing

Walking

Annoyed

Pirate Ship x2 watermelons
Cannon

Space 3x Space Suits Cannon

Safari 3x any safari 
themed 
costume we 
make for the 
monsters

Cannon



Character 
Outfits

Particle effects & 
UI

SFX Animations Environment Objects

Pirate 3x Pirate 
Costumes

Devil Horns (For 
evil magkins to 
wear)

Watermelon 
Explosion particle 
effects (when you 
hit the rival ship)

Magikins covered in 
watermelon bits

Dialogue UI (from 
Chit Chat)

Options UI

Asking a question in panic

Speaking normally

Prompts audio

Dialogues audio

Victory (you won)

Blast (for cannon)

Explosion (when you hit the  rival 
ship)

Splash (when cannon falls in sea)

Celebrating

Magikin loading and firing cannon

Magikin bending down and lifting 
watermelon in air

Optional: light bobbing of both ships in sea 
(perhaps code can do this?)

Gentle moving of sea waves

Splash (when cannon falls in sea)

Maniacal laugh

Space 3x Space Suits

Devil Horns (For 
evil magkins to 
wear)

Spaceship x2 mini-robots

Safari 3x any safari 
themed 
costume we 
make for the 
monsters

Devil Horns (For 
evil magkins to 
wear)

Safari truck x2 Rocks





The magikins are panicking as a rival ship appears, sailing a few km away from their ship. 
Blasts are seen and heard from far from the rival ship, but no watermelons from their end are 
seen. This is to give a sense of urgency without rushing the player to fire a cannon before their 
own ship gets destroyed.

A cannon with a funnel is seen on their own ship.

Onkar asks you “We are under attack! Can you help us?” and you respond “Yes”.

Nihal grabs a watermelon out of camera view from the left and places it on the deck in front of 
the player. 

Both the watermelon and the cannon come in focus (environment darkens a bit?) until you tap 
both. 

When you tap the watermelon, a bubble written “Heavier or Lighter?” is seen, and when you tap 
the cannon, a bubble written “Fire” is seen. The prompts would vary for each level. The 
environment lightens up. You can tap any of them at any time to remind you what to say.

If you say “Heavier” or “Lighter”, Darpan grabs the watermelon and chucks it out of camera view 
to the right, while Nihal grabs another watermelon from the left out of view, and puts it in 
front of you.

If you say fire, Onkar picks up the watermelon, loads the cannon, and fires it at the rival ship.

If the watermelon is too light or too heavy, the magikins get disappointed and Onkar asks “The 
watermelon was too [light]/[heavy]! Can you try again?” and the loop restarts

If the watermelon is right, rival ship explodes, and the magikins celebrate as the screen fades.

Nihal

Onkar

Darpan



The magikins are panicking as a rival ship appears, sailing a few km away from their ship.  
Blasts are seen and heard from far from the rival ship, but no watermelons from their end are 
seen. This is to give a sense of urgency without rushing the player to fire a cannon before their 
own ship gets destroyed.

A cannon with a funnel is seen on their own ship.

Onkar continues to panic while occasionally pointing at the rival ship.

Darpan asks you “We are under attack! Can you help us?” and you respond “Yes”.

Nihal grabs a watermelon out of camera view from the left and places it on the deck in front of 
the player. 

Both the watermelon and the cannon come in focus (environment darkens a bit?) until you tap 
both. 

When you tap the watermelon, a bubble written “Heavier or Lighter?” is seen, and when you tap 
the cannon, a bubble written “Fire” is seen. The prompts would vary for each level. The 
environment lightens up. You can tap any of them at any time to remind you what to say.

If you say “Heavier” or “Lighter”, Nihal grabs the watermelon and chucks it out of camera view 
to the left, and then grabs another watermelon from the left out of view, and puts it in front of 
you.

If you say fire, Darpan picks up the watermelon, loads the cannon, and fires it at the rival ship.

If the watermelon is too light or too heavy, the magikins get disappointed and Darpan asks “The 
watermelon was too [light]/[heavy]! Can you try again?” and the loop restarts

If the watermelon is right, rival ship explodes, and the magikins celebrate as the screen fades.
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The magikins are panicking as a rival ship appears, sailing a few km away from their ship. 
Blasts are seen and heard from far from the rival ship, but no watermelons from their end are 
seen. This is to give a sense of urgency without rushing the player to fire a cannon before their 
own ship gets destroyed.

A cannon with a funnel is seen on their own ship.

Darpan is seen panicking and occasionally pointing at the rival ship.

Onkar asks you “We are under attack! Can you help us?” and you respond “Yes”.

Nihal bends out of view inside the ship and pops up, holding a watermelon in the air (like Rafiki 
holding Simba in the air in Lion King).

Both the watermelon and the cannon come in focus (environment darkens a bit?) until you tap 
both. 

When you tap the watermelon, a bubble written “Heavier or Lighter?” is seen, and when you tap 
the cannon, a bubble written “Fire” is seen. The prompts would vary for each level. The 
environment lightens up. You can tap any of them at any time to remind you what to say.

If you say “Heavier” or “Lighter”, Nihal bends down again and pops up with a bigger or smaller 
watermelon up in the air.

If you say fire, Nihal gives the ball to Onkar, who loads the cannon, and fires it at the rival ship.

If the watermelon is too light or too heavy, the magikins get disappointed and Onkar asks “The 
watermelon was too [light]/[heavy]! Can you try again?” and the loop restarts

If the watermelon is right, rival ship explodes, and the magikins celebrate as the screen fades.

Nihal OnkarDarpan


